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THE FOLLOWING INTERVIEW WILL APPEAR IN "DIE ZEITUNG", THE

FREE GERMAN NEWSPAPER, ON MONDAY, AUGUST 18 AND IS NOT TO

BE PUBLISHED, BROADCAST OR USED ON CLUB TAPES BEFORE 0030

B.S.T. ON THAT DATE.

THE MAN WHO KNOWS RUSSIA’S MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY

"DIE ZEITUNG" Interviews Prof. Dr. Georg Schlesinger

Professor Schlesinger is one of the great technicians and organisers
of whom Germany got rid when it followed Hitler’s prejudices and madness.

Today he is the Director of the Research Department of the Institution of

Production Engineers.

"In 1928 the Russian Government ordered a complete duplicate factory from the

machine tool factory R.Stock, Berlin-Marienfelde through the Russian-German

Bureaugemeinschaft which I conducted. The factory was supposed to have the same

capacity of production as the Berlin works. He assembled a machine park which made

possible production up to approx. 50 or 60%.

"In 1930 the Russian factory started working. When I visited the factory in

1936, I saw for myself that capacity of production was not only equal to that of

the Stock factory but in some planes exceeded it up to 114%".

This example of Russian industrial capacity was given to me yesterday by the

expert of the Russian machine tool industry, Professor Dr. Ing Georg Schlesinger,

formerly Professor at the Technical College in Berlin and Honorary member of the

Associations of German Machine Tool Industries and Machine Building Industries.

Professor Schlesinger has known the developments of the Russian machine in-

dustry since 1925 in his capacity of adviser to the German Government for supplies
of German machine tools to Russia since 1925. He has convinced himself of the

progress made in the industrialisation of Russia by his several visits to that Country.

Orders for Gm. 260,000,000

“In 1925 I was asked by the Russian Government to work out an expert opinion

on the Russian machine tool industry and to submit suggestions for increasing the

output and production.

"I visited several factories and realised that, without strong foreign backing,

the Russian production would be unableto meet the demands made upon it. I therefore

suggested to the Russian Government to have the machine tool industry re-organised

by German firms.

“After my return to Germany I succeeded in convincing the German machine tool

factories and the German Government that the project was as great as it was important,

and shortly afterwards the above mentioned Russian-German Bureaugemeinschaft was

established which worked out the plans for new works and gave the orders to German

factories.

“Orders for approximately Gm. 260,000,000 were placed which saved the German

machine industry from bankruptcy. Despite the anti-Russian propaganda within

Germany the nationalistic machine producers in Germany simply craved for Russian

orders, and one is justified in stating that Germany has, with full consciousness,

wholly re-organised the Russian machine tool industry.
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Production of Grenades

"The German industries were by no means reluctant whenever the Russians

needed advice or information, they supplied both, even when I drew the attention

of the representatives of the respective factory to the big dangers resulting

therefrom, to their own works.

"The representative of the Stock factory said to me: 'If and when I have the

opportunity to sell to the Russians for Gm.4,000,000 then I have to tell them what

they want to know and cannot worry about theoretical considerations.'

"Russian commissions were permitted to enter all works, even the armaments

factories, where methods of production were explained to them to the tiniest detail.

The Bicmarckhutte supplied the Soviets not only with the steel for grenades but even

explained to them the best methods of introduction.

"I myself have erected from 40 to 50 grenade factories for the Russians which,

dispersed over the whole country, should now be able to supply sufficient

ammunition, not considering works which have been built in the meantime. These

works were planned by myself with the permission of the German War Ministry and I

was permitted to inspect a German grenade factory. When I visited the factories

which I had founded, in 1936 I took away with me the conviction that the Russian

machine took industry was on the best way to become the most powerful in theworld,

and that before long.
/Highly
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Highly modern factories

"The Russian machine tool factories", declared Professor Schlesinger," have

been organised on the most modern lines of industrial science. They may even be

over-organised. At any rate they can compete with works in Germany, France,
the United States and Japan any time.

"The general organisation of the Russian machine tool industry is much

tighter than in any other country of the world. In Moscow the Central Bureau has

a model factory where new machines are being built and tried out.

"As soon as the trials have proved satisfactory the factory managers are

called from the country to inspect the new machine. Suggestions for alterations

are considered and, if accepted, applied to the next type. As soon as these

machines have passed the test a small series is built and sent to the provinces
which then produce the machine in series.

How They Work

"As regards the personnel, I hardly think I have ever had a more attentive,

audience in my 30 years of lecturing, than in Russia. I held a number of lectures

on modern methods of organisation for factory managers which had been ordered to

Moscowfrom all over the Russian soil.

"First I spoke for about 90 minutes, then an interval of about an hour

followed during which I looked through the questions of the audience.

"The replies to these questions - and everybody had at least put in one question
- took another two hours. I

gave my lectures in German and had two interpreters
who translated while I spoke. It often happened that the audience drew my

attention to mistakes made by the interpreters.

Intense Work

"One can hardly imagine the intensity with which the Russian industry works.

It is not rare for a factory manager to work 15 hours a day.

"In one of the factories which I had established for the Russians I found three

Stachanow-workers (female) everyone of which supervised 10 automatics while in

German factories workers usually work on three automatics only

"The quality of their work is as good as in any other country and the often

repeated remarks about waste can, in my opinion, be applied only to the quality of

raw material used.

"There is no doubt that the Russians have to overcome great difficulties in the

production of the right steel. They are, however, according to my experience, not

so great as to cause a greater amount of waste than in West-Europeon industries.

"My experience with Russian workers dates back to the last war, when I had to

execute the organisation of the Hirsch-Kupfer and the Messing-Works. Approximately

400 Russian prisoners-of-war were sent to me - mostly farmhands - who, within a

few weeks, worked as well as their German colleagues."

What Professor Schlesinger said has been stated in this paper almost literally

in order to disprove the very common under-estimate of Russian industrial capacity.

Professor Schlesinger 's Career

Professor Schlesinger was borm in Berlin in 1874 and studied at the Technical

College in Berlin-Charlottenburg. 1897 he became draftsman at Ludwig Lowe, and

after three years was promoted to the position of Technical Manager, and two years

later became Chief Constructor. 1904 he became Professor at the Technical College in

Berlin-Charlottenburg for machine-tool-production.

He held this post until September 1933 when he was told that he must not enter the

College any more. From 1934 until 1938 Professor Schlesinger was lecturer at the

University in Brussels and since January 1939 has been Director of the Research

Deparment of the Institution of Production Engineers
Ministry of Information
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